With its first edition, And with a Light Touch was immediately praised for its authentic portrayal of classroom life and learning. "It's my bible for teaching young children" and "It reads like a novel," said veteran and preservice teachers alike. Those with minimal background in children's literature have found the book a godsend. Every page rings true with the voice of a caring, real-life classroom teacher-one who marvels at what young children Read Full Overview. Product Details. Format:Paperback. Graded reading. Read stories and articles for your level of English. Elementary. Intermediate. From climbing Everest to skiing to the South Pole, read about some amazing adventurers! 115. Animals in the city â€” level 1. Which animals can you see in cities? This article tells you about more than just dogs and cats! 10. Bad secrets â€” level 1. Bad secrets are only bad until you tell someone. What is Mariaâ€™s secret and who will help her? 98. Bully â€” level 1. Modern art or vandalism? Whatever you think about street art, you'll learn more by reading this article. 3. Guess what? â€” level 2.